Global BOLD MRI changes to ventilatory challenges in congenital central hypoventilation syndrome.
We evaluated global blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal changes in gray and white matter in 14 congenital central hypoventilation syndrome (CCHS) and 14 control subjects. One baseline image series with room air and three series with 30 s room air followed by 120 s hypercapnia (5% CO2/95% O2), hypoxia (15% O2/85% N2) or hyperoxia (100% O2) were collected. Hypercapnia and hyperoxia raised, and hypoxia lowered gray and white matter global signal in both groups, with smaller changes in white matter. Signal changes in CCHS cases were lower than control subjects for hypercapnia in gray and white matter, slightly more-enhanced in hypoxia, and, except for initial transient responses, were nearly comparable during hyperoxia. Initial signal rate or pattern changes emerged in all three challenges in gray or white matter in control, but not CCHS cases. Neural or vascular mechanisms mediate perfusion differently in CCHS; the aberrant initial transient responses may reflect deficiencies in rapidly-varying physiologic interactions in the syndrome.